Series: Closing the gender gap in STEM classrooms, plus teaching grants and more

Events
March 13, 5 p.m.: The Teaching of Character and the Character of Teaching

Grants
Rolling deadlines:
- Service-Learning Course Development Grant - Bring service learning into your course
- energyCatalyst Grant - Fund field trips, speakers, and more in your course on sustainable energy
- Curricular Innovation Engaging the Arts - Develop a new course

Closing the Gender Gap in STEM Classrooms
Part 1 of a four-part series on research-tested tactics to retain and encourage women in science, technology, math, and engineering.

A Case for Close Learning
In an age of tech-enabled distance learning, is live interaction still important? We've faced this question before—in the 19th century. Why "close learning" will always be key.

How to "Write Before..."
Teaching Conference and Speaker Grants - Bring a speaker, or attend a conference, on teaching in your discipline.

When Even Espresso Can't Keep You Awake for Early Morning Lecture

Students who would nod off in an early lecture can watch it at midnight instead in this Stanford Med flipped class. Lectures on video prepare students for hands-on activities in class.

Ever sat paralyzed in front of a blank screen? Use these simple, effective tips to start writing, for teachers and students alike.

Visit the Teaching Talk blog for the latest news, opinions, events, and case studies in teaching!